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1. Mr. DANGEARD (France) pointed out that the eight
Power draft resolution (A/C.2/L.551/Rev.2) and the 
Two-Power draft resolution (A/C.2/L.552) both dealt 
with economic planning, although the first concerned 
action and the second knowledge. He therefore pro
posed that the two texts should be discussed together. 

2. Mrs. WRIGHT (Denmark) supported the proposal. 
A draft resolution on planning had also been submitted 
to the Third Committee by the Czechoslovak delega
tion (A/C.3/L.950) ih connexion with agenda item 12, 
and its operative paragraph 1 was similar in tenor to 
that of the two-Power draft resolution. The merger of 
those two texts might prevent duplication of work in 
the Second and Third Committees. 

3. Mr. WODAJO (Ethiopia) thought that the Committee 
should first hear the views of the sponsors of the two 
draft resolutions. 
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4. Mr. PATINO ROSELLI (Colombia) said that his 
delegation had no definite views on the subject and 
would abide by the decision of the Committee. 

5. Mr. SMID (Czechoslovakia) said that the sponsors 
of draft resolution A/C.2/L.552 would agree to the 
French proposal, but would accept the Committee's 
decision in the matter. The draft resolution mentioned 
by the representative of Denmark was the concern 
exclusively of the Third Committee. 

6. Mr. LINGAM (India) said that, although the two 
draft resolutions covered common ground, there was 
a difference between them. The eight-Power draft 
resolution requested the Governments concerned, the 
regional economic commissions and the Special Fund 
to take steps for the establishment of regional insti
tutes to help the under-developed countries in planning 
their development. It was therefore a logical conse
quence of the existing organizational structure and 
machinery. The draft resolution sought to extend the 
functions of the regional economic commissions and 
was thus dealing with a specific matter. On the other 
hand, the two-Power draft resolution concerned the 
much wider question of pooling the experience of 
countries in economic planning. A joint discussion 
would detract from the main purpose of the eight
Power draft resolution. 

7. Mr. PENTEADO (Brazil) supported the repre
sentative of India and stated his preference for a 
separate debate on the two texts. 

8. The CHAIRMAN, applying rule 124 of the rules of 
procedure, put to the vote the French proposal to re
consider the Committee's previous decision (740th 
meeting) to discuss the draft resolutions one by one. 

The result of the vote was 39 in favour and 8 against, 
with 16 abstentions. 

The proposal was adopted, having obtained the re
quired two-thirds majority. 

9. Mr. PATINO ROSELLI (Colombia), introducing the 
eight-Power draft resolution on regional institutes for 
economic development and planning and an economic 
projections and programming centre (A/C.2/L.551/ 
Rev .2), said that its adoption would formalize the 
agreement which, as emerged from the general debate, 
existed regarding the advisability of establishing in
stitutes for economic development and planning and 
would constitute an appeal from the General Assembly 
urging the Governments concerned, the regional eco
nomic commissions and the Special Fund to co-operate 
in the establishment and organization of such in
stitutes. However, economic planning was no panacea. 
The effectiveness of methods to organize productive 
factors depended on the quantity and quality of those . 
factors. The developing countries knew that planning 
could not guarantee their short-term economic pro
gress when their capacity to import was declining; 
that decline could not always be remedied by planning 
along. Not all types of planning were beneficial. The 
type used in the centrally planned economies was based 
on a series of assumptions completely alien to the con
victions of the free world. There was general agree
ment that planning, despite its inadequacies, could be 
an extremely effective means of achieving economic 
and social progress, which should be used by the 
developing countries. 

10. The importance of national development pro
grammes had been recognized in the Charter of Punta 
del Este and the need to overcome the resistance en-

countered in the traditional structures of under
developed countries had been emphasized at the Con
ference of Asian Economic Planners by the Prime 
Minister of India. The technical aspect of planning 
also raised many problems which could be solved by 
international co-operation. 

11. The importance of the matter had led to the in
tensification of programmes to train planning experts 
in institutes connected with the regional economic 
commissions. Several African States had expressed a 
desire for an institute of that type in their continent. 
The Economic Commission for Latin America had 
decided in its resolution 199 (IX) to establish an in
stitute for planning economic development. The Con
ference of Asian Economic Planners had recommended 
that ECAFE should consider the establishment of an 
Asian institute of economic development. The proposed 
Latin American institute would provide training in 
economic development with particular reference to 
trade policies and techniques of economic planning, 
advice on how to establish the necessary organiza
tional structure for formulating policies and pro
grammes, and technical assistance in the formulat~on 
of programmes and the preliminary evaluation of m
vestment projects of national interest. It would carry 
out systematic research on the planning methods 
available to the Latin American Governments. The 
institute, which would be financed by the Special Fund 
and the Inter-American Development Bank, would pro
vide training courses at Santiago, Chile, and elsewhere. 

12. Operative paragraph 1 of the draft resolution 
invited the Governments concerned to submit requests 
to the Special Fund for the resources needed for the 
establishment of the institutes, as certain Latin Ameri
can countries had done for the Latin American in
stitute. The reference to "appropriate subsidiary 
bodies" of the regional economic commissions was 
required by the provisions governing the Special Fund. 
The regional economic commissions had alrea~ c~n
sidered the question of development and plannmg m
stitutes and operative paragraph 2 was intended to 
convey the urgency of the matter. The recommendati_on 
to ECE was sure to meet with the approval of Its 
members. Operative paragraph 3 expressed a view 
which was probably held unanimously and which in no 
way threatened the autonomy of the Special Fund. The 
final operative paragraph was the outcome of the 
interest aroused by the remarks of the Under
Secretary for Economic and Social Affairs at the 739th 
meeting. The proposed economic projections andpro
gramming centre, with sub-centres in each of the 
regional economic commissions, would help to ensure 
the continuity and gradual expansion of theworkof the 
Department of Economic and Social Affairs and would 
serve as a clearing-house for all planning a.nd pr<; 
gramming activities. It would not be diffteult m 
practice to prevent the sub-centres from duplicating 
the work of the regional institutes. Their establishment 
would help to make the resolution, whe~ adopte~ a 
comprehensive instrument for promotmg planmng 
efforts. 

13. The Colombian delegation would vote for the two
Power draft resolution but reserved the right to com
ment on it. 

14. Mr. SMID (Czechoslovakia) introduced. the. two
Power draft resolution on the study and utilization of 
the experience of different countries in the planning 
of economic development (A/C.2/L.552). The draft 
resolution covered a field in which the .United Nations 
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could. play an important role in assisting the countries 
strivmg for accelerated economic development. A 
number of such countries had already begun to carry 
out planning and programming, because of the need to 
make the best use of their limited resources and to 
evaluate the different sectors of economic development 
programmes in order to achieve maximum results at 
minimum cost. It was also important to consider the 
foreign resources obtained by those countries on a 
bilateral and multilateral basis. In many cases they 
lacked sufficient experience and trained experts. They 
could avoid many setbacks and mistakes by learning 
from the valuable experience gained by other countries. 

15. P7ogress had already been made in developing 
the science and technique of planning. The Economic 
and Social Council had drawn attention in resolution 
830 H (XXXII) to the importance of studying and utiliz
ing the experience of countries in economic and social 
development. The importance of the subject had been 
emphasized in the Committee's general debate and 
eight delegations had submitted the draft resolution on 
the establishment of regional institutes for economic 
development and planning. The regional economic 
commissions had already done much useful work. 
Experience had been exchanged among the planning and 
scientific institutes of individual countries. Czecho
slovak experts were maintaining contacts and ex
changing experience with specialists from other 
countries, including India and Indonesia. In 1962, it 
was intended to hold in Czechoslovakia a seminar 
within the framework of UNESCO on methods of eco
nomic planning, which would be attended by experts 
from developing countries and Czechoslovak experts 
who would provide information on the activities of their 
planning institutions. However, the exchange of ex
perience should take place on a wider and systematic 
basis within the framework of the United Nations. 

16, The first step towards that end should be the 
measure suggested in operative paragraph 1 of the draft 
resolution. The paper referred to therein could be 
taken into account in the activities of the regional 
planning institutes and of the economic projections 
and programming centre within the Department of 
Economic and Social Affairs proposed by the eight
Power draft resolution. If the institutes and the centre 
were to be effective, they should use the experience 
provided by the different planning and programming 
systems applied in various parts of the world, which 
should be the main subject of the paper by the group 
of experts. There was little reliable material avail
able summarizing that experience. As proposed in 
operative paragraph 3, it would be useful if a special 
chapter on the·- subject could be included in future 
issues of the World Economic Survey. 

17. The sponsors had referred, in operative para
graph 1, to "different countries which have achieved 
effective economic results by the planning method", 
because programming and planning were used in three 
different categories of countries: the socialist coun
tries, the economically less developed countries and 
the industrially developed capitalist countries. The 
exchange of experience gained in all three categories 
would be useful, although at present the experience of 
other economically less developed countries was of 
primary importance to the under-developed countries. 
The socialist countries had achieved an expeditious 
and balanced development, thanks to the centrally 
planned organizat~on of tlieir economy, and could offer 
practical experience of a high ,quality which covered all 
sectors of ·economic and social development Many of 

them had formerly been under-developed, so that their 
experience could be applicable to the economically 
less developed countries. 

18. Operative paragraph 4 proposed that due attention 
should be devoted in the technical assistance pro
grammes of the United Nations to the need for trained 
planning specialists in the less developed countries. 
The proposal for the establishment of educational 
training centres was, in substance, the same idea as 
that contained in the eight-Power draft resolution. 

19. Mr. PENTEADO (Brazil) said that, although his 
delegation remained strongly opposed to the prolifera
tion of new United Nations bodies, it considered that 
there was an urgent need for effective and concerted 
action to promote economic planning and thus to ac
celerate economic development in general .and in
dustrialization in particular. It had joined in sponsor
ing the eight-Power draft resolution for that reason. 
The contention that economic growth could still be 
achieved primarily as a result of free-market forces 
was no longer acceptable. Brazil had some experience 
of economic planning and was completing the highly 
successful "programme of targets" it had drawn up in 
1957. On the basis of that experience, his delegation 
believed that only sound and intelligent planning would 
give mankind a fair chance of success in carrying out 
the gigantic task of world development. 

20. Mr. BOIKO (Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic) 
said that, as co-sponsor of draft resolution A/C.2/ 
L.552, his delegation was primarily concerned with the 
urgent needs of the under-developed countries. The 
characteristic feature of the modern era was man's 
growing power over natural resources. Economists 
were striving to ensure that those resources were put 
to the maximum possible use in order to raise the 
living standards of people everywhere. They were 
shocked to observe that, in certain countries where 
resources· w~re abundant, unemployment was chronic 
and factories were working far below capacity. Many 
of the recently independent countries were seeking to 
strengthen and diversify their economies by making 
the best use of existing resources and by discovering 
new ones. They fully realized the importance of eco
nomic planning and should be allowed to benefit from 
the vast store of experience in that field accumulated 
over the years by the more developed countries. 

21. The Soviet Union, for example, had been engaged 
in economic planning for the last forty years and the 
extraordinary results achieved were clear proof of its 
effectiveness. Planning had now become an exact 
science and formed a basic part of the Soviet national 
economy. Its aim was to achieve the balanced develop
ment of the· economy as a whole and to offset sectoral 
disequilibria. The general objective of such balanced 
and planned development was the benefit of society as 
a whole. 

22. Not only the Soviet U:nion, but all the socialist 
countries, had acqu1red valuable experience in eco
nomic planning. They all had their idiosyncrasies but 
their common experience would be of the utmost value 
to the under-developed countries. A country like India, 
too, could provide valuable planning lessons, espe~ially 
in the matter of hydroelectric power. During the 
general debate, many representatives had stressed the 
importance of planning and the dominant 'role it was 
assuming in their own economies. Economic plans of 
varying duration were in progress in a host of coun
tries desirous of boosting their national income _and 
achieving maximum results at minimum expense. 
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Planning was also becoming the main concern of many 
under-developed ·countries, including the- newly inde
pendent African states, which were striving to liquidate 
colonialism and build strong and diversified econo
mies. 

23. The backward countries of the world were, of 
course, at different stages of development but they all 
shared the common aim of abandoning poverty and 
attaining higher living standards. That aim could only 
be achieved if they co-ordinated all the various sectors 
of the economy by means of national planning. The 
Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic, for example, had 
an enormous number of industrial enterprises but 
they were all closely interlinked and developed ac
cording to a central plan. Planning in the Ukraine was 
designed not only to increase production but to satisfy 
the creative impulses of the worker and improve the 
general well-being of the population. Many of the eco
nomic plans in the socialist countries had been over
fulfilled and increasingly higher rates of economic 
growth had been achieved. 

24. Even in the capitalist countries the importance 
of economic planning was becoming increasingly 
recognized. The United States was adopting different 
methods of forecasting steel production and in the 
United Kingdom the Plowden Committee had stressed 
the importance of long-term planning in the public 
sector. The Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic was 
engaged in a twenty-year plan aimed at integrated 
economic development and the rational utilization of 
resources and labour to meet the demands of society 
as a whole. Proper emphasis was laid on capital in
vestment and economic research, while the latest 
methods of data-processing were being used in the 
application of the different planning techniques. 

25. Accordingly, in view of the enormous importance 
of an exchange of experience in the field of planning, 
the co-sponsors of the draft resolution (A/C.2/L.552) 
felt that the Secretariat, with the help of a group of 
experts, should prepare the paper described in opera
tive paragraph 1 and submit it to the Economic and 
Social Council at its thirty-fourth session. That paper, 
together with a special chapter on planning in forth
coming issues of the World Economic Survey, would 
provide a kind of planning textbook for the under
developed countries. The initiative of ECAFE in or
ganizing regional planning conferences was one which 
might be followed in other regions. The importance of 
such conferences was emphasized in operative para
graph 2. Finally, operative paragraph 4 stressed the 
importance of training planning experts and the ex
pansion of technical assistance activities for that 
purpose. 

26. He hoped that the draft resolution would be adopted 
unanimously. 

27. Mr. DANGEARD (France) said that his delegation 
supported the eight-Power draft resolution (A/C.2/ 
L.551/Rev .2), but wished to offer some snggestions for 
improving the text. The General Assembly and the 
Economic and Social Council had already adopted reso
lutions on economic projections-'in particular, Gen-

Litho. in U.N. 

eral Assembly resolution 1517 (XV) and Economic and 
Social Council resolution 777 (XXX)-and a reference 
to those resolutions might usefully be added to the 
preamble of the draft, for the discussions to which they 
had given rise had drawn attention to certain difficul
ties inherent in United Nations work on the subject and 
certain precautions which should be taken in continuing 
that work. The difficulties he had in mind were partly 
methodological and partly a result of the existence in 
the world of different economic systems. Those diffi
culties also led his delegation to believe that it might 
be better to speak, in operative paragraph 4, of 
"models" appropriate to different economic systems 
rather than a single comprehensive model of pro
jections for the world economy. It also considered that 
the role of the Special Fund should not be confined, as 
operative paragraph 1 would have it, to the provision 
of the necessary financial resources, and that the 
reference to the Special Fund in paragraph 3 should 
not be restricted to the Governing Council. 

28. The two-Power draft resolution (A/C.2/L.552) 
was of less immediate importance to the under
developed countries although its financial implications 

0 1 I • were considerably greater. In his de egation s VIew, 
the chief defect of that draft was that it did not ade
quately take into account the work already being ~one 
in that connexion by the United Nations. The Committee 
for Industrial Development, in particular, had devoted 
considerable attention to planning and had taken de
cisions of great importance on the subject. He also 
pointed out that operative paragraph 4 of the two
Power draft embodied a suggestion similar to that 
made in the eight-Power draft resolution. It might 
therefore be possible for the sponsors of the two drafts 
to agree on a single text. 

29. The repeated references in the two-Power draft 
resolution to "effective economic planning" were 
somewhat misleading, since they tended to obscure the 
fact that experience with economic planning must of 
necessity vary in character in countri~s with diff~r~nt 
economic systems. While planning m the so~Iahst 
countries was largely a matter of endeavourmg to 
achieve substantial increases in gross physical output, 
its function in countries like his own was more to 
achieve balance and coherence of development and to 
eliminate inequalities among regions or social groups. 
There was an inherent contradiction between central 
direction and free choice. In its planning, France hoped 
to stimulate growth and to avoid coercion and exces
sive red-tapism. In .the last analysis, the under
developed countries must decide for themselves 
whether they wished to make planning a matter of 
decentra-lizing initiative or centralizing command. 

30. Mr. PATINO ROSELLI (Colombia) said that two 
uf the French representative's suggestions had been 
embodied in a third revised version of the eight
Power draft resolution which would shortly be cir
culated to the Committee. The other suggestions he 
had made would be considered by the sponsors of the 
draft resolution in conjunction with any other amend
ments suggested by members of the Committee. 

The meeting rose at 5.25 p.m. 
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